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Abstract

Fact projection is realized as a fact noun followed by an appositive clause. In this article, we conducted a corpus-based study of the modality of fact nouns. It is found that proposal facts tend to occur more in formal academic texts than proposition facts because the higher obligation that propositional facts constrain does not fit into the interpersonal communication purpose in informal spoken texts. It is also found that modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in formal academic texts than non-modalized proposition facts because modalized proposition facts can lower the negotiability and the risk of rejection from readers in academic texts. These findings reveal how nominalization trigger the reenactment of interpersonal relationship in fact projection so the modality becomes salient and persuasive. The modality realized by fact nouns also contributes to the abstraction, objectification and reliability in academic writing.
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1. Introduction

The logical-semantic relationship between the two clauses in a clause complex can be expansion or projection (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). Expansion provides further information and projection elaborates the linguistic content. Projection can be subcategorized as locution, idea and fact. In a clause complex of projection, the projecting clause can be nominalized and the projected clause is correspondingly shifted to function as the appositive of the nominalization. See examples quoted from Halliday (1985, p. 265):

(1) a. The nurse asked “does it hurt?” [projected locution as complement]
   b. The nurse’s question whether it hurt [projected locution as appositive]

(2) a. “I shall fail,” he thought [projected idea as complement]
   b. his fear that he would fail [projected idea as appositive]

Fact nouns are different from the locution or idea nominalizations such as question and fear in that fact nouns do not have corresponding verbal or mental verb forms and hence they appear as if they are ready-packaged nominalizations. For example:

(3) Never mind the fact that the players aren’t trying to lose. (COCA_NEWS)

Fact nouns are an important resource for construing stance (e.g., Charles, 2003, 2007; Dong, 2019; Flowerdew & Forest, 2015; Jiang & Hyland, 2015). They have been studied from different perspectives, e.g., textual link (Charles, 2003; Flowerdew, 2003), stance (Charles, 2007; Jiang & Hyland, 2015) and grammatical metaphor (Dong, 2019). Fact nouns are impersonal and contribute to longer distance between the speaker and the commitment made to proposition (Charles, 2003; Groom, 2000; Zeng & Yu, 2005), and hence are also expected to occur more in formal texts. Biber (2006) classified nouns by their interaction with stance: epistemic, attitude and communication, and believed that epistemic nouns (e.g., possibility) are the nominalization of adjectives and they are the primary resource to mark stance in academic texts. According to Jiang and Hyland (2015), the choice of head stance nouns can reflect the modes of knowing and praxis of knowledge production in their particular disciplines.

The purpose of this study is to investigate into the modality in fact nouns and their mode, genre and disciplinary preferences. For this purpose, we will employ real language data to conduct a corpus-based quantitative study. In section 2 we will introduce modality and identify types and features of modality realized by fact nouns. The
corpora and data collection will be introduced in Section 3. The distributions of proposition facts and proposal facts and those of modalized and non-modalized proposition facts will be investigated in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. The discussion of the findings will be presented in Section 6.

2. Modality in Fact Nouns

Enacting interpersonal relationship is one of the metafunctions identified by Halliday (1985). There are two types of speech roles, i.e., giving and demanding, and what is given or demanded can be either goods-&-services or information. The two variables, taken together, define four types of speech functions. See Table 1.

Table 1. Giving or demanding, goods-&-services or information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) goods-&amp;-services</th>
<th>(b) information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) giving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘offer’</td>
<td>‘statement’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘would you like this teapot?’</td>
<td>‘he’s reading in bed.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) demanding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘command’</td>
<td>‘question’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘give me that teapot!’</td>
<td>‘what is he doing?’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exchange of information is enacted as proposition, whereas the exchange of goods-&-services is enacted as proposal. A proposition or proposal can be construed with or without the speaker’s judgement, and the degree of assessment is referred to as modality. The modality for proposition is modalization which includes probability and usuality, and that for proposal is modulation which includes obligation and inclination.

Modality can be realized in four semantic domains, i.e., subjective, objective, implicit and explicit. The speaker shoulders more responsibility for the commodity exchange in subjective modality than in objective modality. Implicit modalities are realized as modal verbs or modal adverbs within clauses while explicit modalities are realized as separate projecting clauses. Explicit modalities reduce the validity of what is being said but increase the negotiability and arguability. See Table 2 drawn from Halliday (1994, p. 358).

Table 2. Modality and orientation combined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjective</th>
<th>Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modalization</td>
<td>Probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usuality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td>Obligation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inclination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different ways to realize modality expand the meaning potential for negotiation in dialogue and contribute to making texts suit different tenors discussed in terms of status, formality and politeness. Objective and explicit modalities tend to be used in formal academic texts because academic writing is characterized by non-interaction and impersonal tone, a significant departure from oral interactions (Baratta, 2010; Biber, 2006; Hyland, 2006; Liardét, 2018; Schleppegrell, 2001). According to He (2020), it is objectification rather than explicitation that is the characteristic feature of relatively more technical texts.

Fact nouns can also realize modality. For example, the fact that he may be a teacher is similar in meaning to the chance that he is a teacher in that they both talk about something that may happen. The noun fact indicates that the information in the following embedded clause is factual while chance indicates possibility.

Halliday (1994) identified four types of fact nouns defined by their interaction with modality: case, chance, proof and need. The first three types construe propositions (what is exchanged is information) and the last type construes proposal (what is exchanged is goods-&-service). See example (4) drawn from Halliday and Matthiessen (2004):

(4) a. He is trapped by the fact that the river flow south. [case]
   b. There’s a good chance that it will settle down enough for you to go away and come back next week. [chance]
   c. There is evidence that the ozone hole is enlarging and spreading. [proof]
d. He resented the rule that they had to wait in line. [need]

Of these four types of fact nouns, case and proof are non-modalized while chance and need are modalized, realizing probability and obligation respectively. Modalized fact nouns make the modality sound objective because nouns cannot be challenged with tagged questions. For example, the chance that Mary knows assumes that there is such a chance preexisting before the talk and it cannot be challenged or rejected. With such objectification, the speaker downplays his voice and disclaim the responsibility for making the proposition or proposal (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004).

Proposition facts can be either modalized or non-modalized, whereas proposal facts are all modalized. Non-modalized facts are more objective because they construe a meta-phenomenon without modal element, which signals the highest validity and are hence regarded as completely factual (Yang, 2019). Modality construing uncertainty and probability is not expected to fit into the objectiveness of written texts. We can hereby work on the following two hypotheses:

(1) Proposition facts are more prevalent in the written texts with regard to mode, more prevalent in the academic texts with regard to register and more prevalent in the hard science texts with regard to discipline, whereas proposal facts are oppositely distributed.

(2) Non-modalized facts tend to occur more in the written texts with regard to mode, more prevalent in the academic texts with regard to register and more prevalent in the hard science texts with regard to discipline, whereas proposal facts are oppositely distributed.

3. Methodology

3.1 Corpus

The corpus we used in this study is the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA). The COCA is preferred instead of BNC (British National Corpus) because the data in the former one is larger in size and more recent. The latest revision of the COCA has been released in March 2020. It is one of the most widely-used corpus of English because it is large in size (1.0 billion words), well-structured with texts across years (20 million words each year) and balanced with texts across diverse genres (e.g., Fiction, Magazine, Newspaper and Non-fiction) and disciplines (e.g., Education, Humanities, Medicine, Business and so on). The above features enable us to conduct an analysis on the different types of fact clauses and different types of embedding and explore their differences in mode, genre and discipline distributions.

The COCA is available online (https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/) with convenient search tools. Search queries can be written according to the query syntax to retrieve occurrences concerning fact nouns.

3.2 Data Collection

It is impossible to automatically search all the fact nouns, and thus typical fact nouns identified by Halliday and Matthiessen (2004, p. 469) are adopted to represent the four types of fact nouns. Fact projection can occur in a range of grammatical environments functioning as subject, complement and circumstance, and different functions should be differently distributed across types of text. We firstly wrote the following search queries to retrieve finite fact clauses that serve as subjective appositive.

SQ1. [y*] the [fact noun] that [d*][at*][app*] [nn*] [v*]
SQ2. [y*] the [fact noun] that [pp*] [v*]

The first search query can be described as any punctuation mark followed by the and a fact noun and a complementizer that followed by a determiner, an article, or a possessive pronoun and any form of a noun and any form of a verb. The second search query can be described as any punctuation mark followed by the and a fact noun followed by a personal pronoun and any form of a verb. These two search queries can be used to retrieve fact clauses functioning as subject. For example:

(6) a. The fact that such trades would take place at WAS-produced prices would prevent monopolistic exploitation. (COCA_ACAD)

b. The evidence that she committed murder isn’t there. (COCA_SPOK)

Then we wrote the following search queries to retrieve finite fact clauses that serve as complement appositive and as adverbial modifier.

SQ3. [y*][i*] the [fact noun] that [d*][at*][app*] [nn*] [v*]
SQ4. [y*][i*] the [fact noun] that [pp*] [v*]
The third search query can be described as any verb or preposition followed by the, a fact noun and a complementizer that followed by a determiner, an article, or a possessive pronoun and any noun or pronoun and any verb. The fourth search query can be described as a verb or preposition followed by a personal pronoun and a verb. For example:

(7) a. This reflects the fact that these countries trade strategies have not primarily been oriented towards Asia. (COCA_ACAD)

b. This will reduce the chance that you spend the rest of the evening worrying about work. (COCA_MAG)

Fact clauses can be either finite or non-finite. Non-finite fact clauses are typically the of or to constructions. They can also function as subject appositive, complement appositive and adverbial modifier. Accordingly, we wrote the following search query to retrieve corresponding non-finite fact clauses.

SQ 5. [y*][v*][i*] [d*][a*][t*][app*] [fact noun] of/to [v?g*][v*]

The fifth search query can be described as any punctuation or verb or preposition followed by a determiner, an article or a possessive pronoun and any fact noun followed by of or to and gerund or infinitive verb. For example:

(8) The necessity of choosing between absolute claims is then an inescapable characteristic of the human condition. (COCA_ACAD)

(9) First, we describe the problem of rising costs in higher education. (COCA_ACAD)

(10) These current behaviours may not be consistent with the likelihood of meeting the core goal of living. (COCA_ACAD)

The data we retrieved with the above search queries are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>case</th>
<th>chance</th>
<th>proof</th>
<th>need</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>finite subject</td>
<td>6543</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complement</td>
<td>1278</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>15124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverbial modifier</td>
<td>22800</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>24313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-finite subject</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3217</td>
<td>4490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complement</td>
<td>4122</td>
<td>5957</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>21991</td>
<td>32273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adverbial modifier</td>
<td>3748</td>
<td>2312</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7343</td>
<td>13431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50470</td>
<td>12113</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>33130</td>
<td>96620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Distributions of Proposition Facts and Proposal Facts

In this section, we investigated the mode, genre and discipline distributions of proposition facts and proposal facts.

4.1 Mode Distribution

We added up the occurrences of the finite and the non-finite fact clauses of case, chance and proof to work out the total nominalized frequency of proposition fact. The occurrences of the finite and the non-finite fact clauses of need are regarded as the frequency of proposal facts.

To facilitate comparison, we converted the normalized frequency (per million words) of proposal facts (33.36) to that of proposition facts (60.43). See Figure 1.
Figure 1. Proposition facts and proposal facts across modes

Figure 1 shows that under equal total frequency, proposition facts are more prevalent in the spoken texts than in the written texts while proposal facts show an opposite distribution pattern. The two groups of data are significantly differently distributed in the two sub-corpora ($\chi^2 = 19.791, df = 1, p = 0.000$) and the correlation strength is modest ($\Phi = 0.282$). This is different from our hypothesis that proposition facts tend to occur more in the written texts while proposal facts tend to occur more in the spoken texts. The reason may be that a proposal fact is realized by a need noun modified by an appositive and need nouns identified by Halliday (1994) are of highly obligation (e.g., requirement, necessity, onus, duty). Such proposal facts show little ambiguity, uncertainty or negotiability and hence are used to command goods and services in academic texts. Such constructions are too direct and impolite to be used in spoken texts which highlight interpersonal interaction. Therefore, proposal facts are by nature of high obligation and are more suitable to be used in written texts than in spoken texts.

4.2 Genre Distribution

Of the genres of written texts, fiction texts are found to be the least technical and academic texts are the most technical (Copeck et al., 1997). We can hereby hypothesize that in the fiction texts proposition facts are more prevalent while in academic texts proposal facts are more prevalent. To facilitate comparison, we converted the nominalized total frequency of proposal facts (35.15) to that of proposition facts (51.18). See Figure 2.

Figure 2. Proposition facts and proposal facts across genres

Figure 2 shows that fact nouns are differently distributed in the four genres. Both types of facts tend to occur more in academic texts compared to other genres. The reason is that both types of facts involve nominalization which can increase lexical density. Taking the fiction texts as the typical non-academic texts, we then compared the distributions of the two types of fact nouns in these two sub-corpora. In the fiction texts, proposition facts are more prevalent while in academic texts proposal facts are more prevalent. The two groups of data are significantly differently distributed in the two sub-corpora ($\chi^2 = 4.646, df = 1, p = 0.031$) and the correlation strength is modest ($\Phi = 0.140$). This is in agreement with our hypothesis. The reason for the higher frequency of proposal facts in the academic texts is that the proposal facts we retrieved are of high obligation and contribute to the impersonality and lower negotiability of academic texts.
### 4.3 Discipline Distribution

Hard science texts are regarded as more technical than soft science texts (He, 2020). Based on the above research, we can hypothesize that proposition facts are more prevalent in soft science texts while proposal facts are more prevalent in hard science texts. We retrieved the occurrences of the four types of fact nouns in different disciplines in the COCA. Among these sub-corpora, Sci/Tech and Medicine can be categorized as hard sciences, and History, Education, Geog/SocSc, Law/PolSci, Humanities and Phi/Rel can be categorized as soft sciences. We converted the nominalized frequency of proposal facts (64.23) to that of proposition facts (67.28). See Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Proposition facts and proposal facts across disciplines](image)

Figure 3 shows that proposition facts tend to occur more in the hard science texts while proposal facts prefer to occur in the soft science texts. The two groups of data are significantly differently distributed in the two sub-corpora ($\chi^2 = 11.033$, $df = 1$, $p = 0.001$) and the correlation strength is modest ($\Phi = -0.190$). This is polar opposite of our hypothesis. The reason is that soft science texts construct knowledge by reference to different views and arguments while hard science texts tend to build knowledge cumulatively on the basis of experimental observation and evidence (Charles, 2007; Becher & Trowler, 2001). It is also found that proposition facts are more prevalent than proposal facts in both the soft and the hard science texts. The reason is that proposition facts can help construct multi-layer stance while integrating different cognitive understanding and observation. Facts involve impersonal factual phenomenon and are more suitable to help construe empirical observation and evidence in science texts.

Hard sciences typically involve familiar procedures, broadly predictable outcomes, and relatively clear criteria of acceptability (Becher, 1989; Whiteley, 1984). The hard science writer, when describing empirical uniformities through research practice, has to construe an authoritative presence in the text. Therefore, proposals with higher obligation are used to downplay their role of explaining the research procedures but strengthen the objectivity of the replicability of procedures (Hyland, 2002). However, it should be noted that proposals in hard science texts are prevalently construed by imperative, which is part of the trend of increasing informality in scholarly writing (Swale et al., 1998; Biber & Gray, 2016). Proposal facts are more formal and hence are not preferred in hard science texts. This explains why proposal facts are more prevalent in academic texts with regard to genre distribution but not prevalent in hard science texts with regard to discipline distribution.

### 5. Distribution of Modalized and Non-Modalized Proposition Facts

Modalized proposition facts are realized as chance nouns and non-modalized proposition facts are realized as case nouns and proof nouns. In this section we will further investigate the synchronic distributions of modalized and non-modalized proposition facts.

#### 5.1 Mode Distribution

We retrieved 17,756 instances of modalized proposition facts and 107,795 non-modalized proposition facts respectively from the COCA. We then converted the nominalized frequency of modalized facts (17.88) to that of non-modalized facts (108.54). See Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that non-modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in the spoken texts while modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in the written texts. The distributions of the two groups of data are significantly different in the two sub-corpora ($\chi^2 = 29.961$, $df = 1$, $p = 0.000$) and the correlation strength is modest ($\Phi = 0.254$). This is not in agreement with our hypothesis. The reason is that in the spoken texts the speakers do not have to shoulder as much responsibility for the validity of propositions as that in the written texts. Language with modalization specifically contribute to showing the speaker’s judgement and responsibility for the text. The modality of modalized proposition facts is expressed objectively to avoid rejection from readers.

5.2 Genre Distribution

Based on the mode distribution of modalized and non-modalized propositional facts, we can hypothesize that modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in the academic texts. We converted the nominalized frequency of modalized facts (41.62) to that of non-modalized facts (56.86). See Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows that modalized propositional facts are more prevalent in the academic texts and non-modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in the fiction texts. The distributions of the two groups of data are significantly different in the two sub-corpora ($\chi^2 = 4.870$, $df = 1$, $p = 0.027$) and the correlation strength is modest ($\Phi = 0.111$). This is in agreement with our hypothesis. In academic writing, the writer has to not only show a convincing degree of assurance in their proposition but also avoid “overstating the case and risk inviting the rejection of their argument” (Hyland, 2000). Modalized proposition facts, though not showing a phenomenon as accredited facts, contribute to the writer’s responsibility for information accuracy and deference, modesty or respect for colleague peers.

5.3 Discipline Distribution

Based on the above research, we can hypothesize that modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in the hard science texts while non-modalized proposition facts are more prevalent in the soft science texts. We retrieved 4676 modalized proposition facts and 15,912 non-modalized proposition facts from the academic sub-corpus of the COCA. We converted the nominalized frequency of modalized facts (39.55) to that of non-modalized facts (131.74). See Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows that modalized proposition facts are more prevalent than non-modalized proposition facts in the hard science texts and this distribution pattern is opposite in the soft science texts. The distributions of the two groups of data are significantly different in the two sub-corpora ($\chi^2 = 11.702, df = 1, p = 0.001$) and the correlation strength is modest ($\Phi = 0.155$). This is in agreement with our hypothesis. Hard science texts are in stronger need of precision (Hyland, 2002). Modalized proposition of probability can indicate the accuracy of a proposition. Conversely, what soft science discusses is less precisely measurable. It relies more on the writer’s interpretation with narrative and descriptive features (Hyland, 2002). The trust between the writer and the reader is partly built up by the shared understanding of the world. Non-modalized proposition facts do not show personal stance and hence are more likely to serve as assumed and shared background. Such constructions can help create a closely-knit community in soft science texts.

6. Discussion

The study on the synchronic distributions of proposition facts and proposal facts shows that proposal facts tend to occur more in the written texts than in the spoken texts with regard to mode, more in the academic texts than in the fiction texts with regard to genre, and more in the soft science texts than in the hard science texts with regard to discipline. This distribution trend is not in agreement with our hypothesis that proposition facts are more technical than proposal facts. Further investigation into the synchronic distributions of non-modalized and modalized proposition facts shows that modalized facts are more prevalent in the written texts and academic texts than non-modalized facts but modalized proposition facts are more prevalent than non-modalized proposition facts in the hard science texts. This is not in agreement with our hypothesis that non-modalized facts signal the highest validity and are more technical.

Since proposals are about giving and demanding goods-&-services, they are not expected to occur more in the written texts with regard to mode distribution and the academic texts with regard to genre distribution. However, this is not exactly the case for proposal facts. The exchange of goods-&-services is associated with high obligation, which makes them sound too direct in spoken and informal texts that highlight interpersonal interaction. Proposal facts are more prevalent in soft science texts because imperatives are preferred in academic writing.

Modalized proposition facts are more technical than non-modalized proposition facts because of the following two reasons. The first reason involves the purpose of communication. In spoken texts, the communication is interpersonal. Non-modalized facts without any judgement can serve as shared and assumed information to bridge the distance between the speaker and the hearer. In written texts, especially in academic texts, the communication is informational. The writer gains credibility by providing new information (Jiang & Hyland, 2015). Modalized facts that contain the writer’s assessments are more informative and semantically dense than non-modalized facts and hence fit into the communication purpose of written and academic texts.

The second reason involves the way of communication. In academic texts, the writer has to make assessment in a way that is familiar and persuasive for the community colleagues, which is sometimes referred to as “voice” (Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999; Tardy, 2012). Modality can indicate the accuracy of the proposition and make the proposition more persuasive. Modality realized by fact nouns is objective, which lowers the negotiability and arguability of the proposition and enables modalized proposition facts to feature both the writer’s individuality...
and the impersonality in the academic community. Hard science texts are more objective, and hence are in need of modalized proposition facts.

Fact nouns construe modality by downshifting the projected clause to be embedded in the nominal group and attach the modality to the nominalization, i.e., fact noun. The choice of the nominalization correlates with the enactment of interpersonal relationship. When construing a fact, the choice of a modalized fact noun could trigger the transfer of modality from the projected fact clause to the head noun. For example:

(11) a. The fact that it may rain …
   b. The chance that it will rain …

(12) a. The fact that the water should be put into the measuring cup …
   b. The need to put the water into the measuring cup …

The modality construed in the embedded fact clause in (11a) and (12a) is transferred to the head noun and realized by chance in (11b) and need in (12b).

Transferring the modality from the embedded fact clause to the fact noun makes the modality more salient. In a nominal group, the head noun construes the object being discussed and the appositive is backgrounded as additional modifying information. Modality construed by head nouns is more prominent than that construed by modal elements in embedded fact clauses. In (11a) and (12a), a “state of affair” is wrapped up by a case noun fact and what the speaker/writer wants the hearer/reader to pay attention to is that what is presented is a verifiable truth. In (11b) and (12b), with modalized fact nouns chance and need, the probability of the proposition and the obligation of service are foregrounded to be the center information of the constructions. By expressing the modality in the fact nouns, the speaker/writer presents the judgement on the “state of affair” in a more salient way.

Such a modality transfer also contributes to the persuasiveness of text. That a fact noun proceeds a fact clause makes the information expressed in the fact noun given and assumed. In this way, the writer can forestall an understanding or judgement on the following fact clause, and so the readers just pick it up as an accepted starting point in a discussion. Therefore, fact nouns expressing modality are an effective persuasive device in formal communication.

Modalized facts are more formal and academic than non-modalized facts because modalized fact nouns have no potential to be associated with attitude while non-modalized facts have. What fact nouns encapsulate is the whole state of affair which is not material phenomenon but semiotic phenomenon (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004). Only non-modalized case nouns have the potential to be associated with attitude. The rest fact nouns are doomed to indicate probability for proposition and obligation for proposal and hence cannot express any attitudinal evaluation. What makes modalized fact nouns more factual than non-modalized fact nouns is that the judgment a modalized fact noun carries belongs to a verifiable and impersonal domain. Modalized fact nouns can even foreground the modality to be construed as a thing to be discussed. Such types of things are semiotic abstraction in taxonomy of things and contribute to the higher abstraction of texts and hence fit into written and academic texts (Halliday & Matthiessen, 1999).

7. Conclusion

This research investigated the synchronic distribution of fact nouns in the COCA. It is found that proposal facts are more academic than proposition facts because the modality they realize is high obligation and tends to occur in formal and impersonal contexts and that modalized proposition facts are more technical than non-modalized proposition facts because modality realized by fact nouns can help speakers/writers express judgement in the verifiable domain persuasively and objectively. When construing a fact projection, the choice of modalized fact nouns can trigger the transfer of modality from the fact clauses to fact nouns. Such transfer enables modality to be foregrounded as a thing to be picked up and referred to in discussion. This contributes to the abstraction of texts. In a nominal group realizing fact projection, the fact noun serves as the starting point of the message and informs addressees how to understand the succeeding information. Therefore, modality realized in fact nouns is also treated as assumed information to be accepted. This contributes to the persuasiveness of the text.

The findings in this research contribute to the growing literature on projections. Our analysis helps reveal the dynamic correlation between nominalization and the enactment of interpersonal relationship. Our findings also uncover an effective way by which the writer can enhance the abstraction of texts and express evaluation objectively and persuasively.
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